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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 

I would like to thank you for this opportunity to present 

the views of the Department of Justice on the subject of criminal 

forfeiture. 

In his testimony before this Subcommittee in November of last 

year, the Attorney General discussed the contours of the Adminis

tration's legislative program for improving the ability of federal 

law enforcement to fight the growing problems of·crime and corrup

tion that are plaguing our country. Criminal forfeiture was among 

the subjects cited by Attorney General Smith as being in need of 

major statutory modifications and as to which the Department would 

undertake the dev'elopme~t of a comprehensive legis·lative proposal 

to facilitate the use of forfeiture in narcotics and racketeering 

cases and thereby deprive criminals in their highly lucrative 

pursuits of their ill-gotten gains. I would like to present to 

the Subcommittee today the major elements 'of our proposal, which 

is being completed to be submitted to .the' Congress. 

At the outset I shall first describe briefly why we view for-

feiture as an important and necessary tool in the fight against 

dru,g trafficking and racketeering. I will then turn to a discussion 

of the primary aspects of our proposal, which is designed to make 

forfeiture the powerful weapon that we believe it can and should 

be in government's efforts to combat such criminal activity. 

The last part of my statement briefly addresses H.R. 5371, the 

forfeiture bill recently introduced by Chairman Hughes. 
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The concept of the civil forfeiture of crime-related property 

through an in ~ proceeding is one that has long been a part of 

federal law. Criminal forfeiture differs in that it is a sanction 

directly imposed upon a defendant following his conviction. Criminal 

forfe~ture, although having its origins in ancient English common 

law, is relatively new to federal criminal law. Congress first 

acted to provide for criminal forfeiture in 1970, when it passed 

the Racketeer Influenc:ed and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) statute 

(18 U.S.C. 1961 ~ seqL.) and the Continuing Criminal Enterprise 

(CeE) statute (21 U.S"C. 848). These statutes address, respectively, 

the conduct,' acquisitlon, and control of enterprises through patterns 

of racketeering activity, and the operation of groups involved in 

patterns of serious drug offenses. Congress's inclusion of the 

.pena1ty of criminal forfeiture in both these statutes reflected an 

understanding of the importance of the economic aspects of these 

crimes and the valid conclusion that with respect to these types 

of offenses, the traditional penalties' of fine and imprisonment 

were not sufficient to fulfill the goals of deterrence and punish

ment, but that effective tools to remove the wealth generated by, 

and used to maintain, racketeering and drug trafficking .were also 

necessary. The Department shares this view that forfeiture can be 

a powerful tool in separating racketeers and drug traffickers from 

their sources of economic power. 

, 
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In the extensive hearings that preceded the enactment of the 

and Continuing Criminal Enterprise statutes, the Congress 

focused on the economics of organized group criminal activity.' 

As was made clear in those hearings, not only does this type of 

crime generate considerable economic gain, but the wealth so 

generated is used, in turn, t f' o 1nance continued patterns of 

crime and to obtain and corrupt h ot er organizations and enter-

prises. ~ence the focus of the RICO statute included criminal 

forfeiture as a t measure 0 deprive racketeers of the property 

they acquired and controlled through patterns of serious criminal 

activity. 

In more recent years, both th C e ongress and the law enforce-

ment community have given sim],' lar attent1' on to the economic 

aspects of drug trafficking. Q 't ' U1 e s1mply, drug trafficking is 

enormously profitable. While it is diff1'cult to measure the 

extent of illicit income produced by illegal distribution qnd 

importation of controlled substances" 1't 1'S clear that these 

profits run in the billions, or more l1'kely tens of billions, 

e uge profits are a compelling index of dollars annually. Thes h 

of extraordinary growth in drug trafficking, and many believe 

that the influx of these illicit funds has reached such a level 

in certain parts of the country that the stability of the legiti-

ser10US y disrupted. mate economies of tpese regions is be1' ng , 1 

The tremendously lucrative t na ure of drug trafficking makes 

it 11 a tb.e more difficult a problem for federal law enforcement 

officers to address. First, only the naive would fail to recognize 

__ ,*, __ "===~'~'_"-."'n='~~ •. - ~~-",-.-"-.. 
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that the punitive and deterrent effects 
outweighed b h of conviction are often 

y t e prospect of h uge profits t b 
the importation and distribution 0 e reaped through 

of dangerous drugs, S 
these huge profits econd, are 'Llsed to f' so h' . l.nance ever larger and more 

p ~st~cated drug traff' k' , 
, 

~c ~ng r~ngs complete' ' h wl.th fle~ts of 

s ~ps and airplanes, secluded stash pads, and ample funds to 

officials, pay hit men bribe public and enforcers, and to 

corrupt, and influence legitimate acquire, I businesses. and organizat':ons', 

n sum, the huge prof':ts ~ ... produced th' ' ' rough drug trafficking 

criminals with an attractive provide incen tive for en a i 
and an economic pow b g g ng in such crime 

er ase through which d 
tions can flourish d rug trafficking,opera-

an grow, 

Although we do not suggest that forfeiture of d!:ug related 

assets alone is a sufficient mechanism to eradicate drug 

traffickin a we bel' .0' ~eve that if the g overnment were able to 

deprive na~cotics dealers of sign'ificant 'po~tions of the illegal 

would have an important deterr'ent 
and would stem the effect. growth of drug traffickin' . 

ga~n they realize, this 

the Department's v. g. Furthermore, it is 
~ew, and a view which I believe' 

the members of thO is shared by 
~s Subcomm':tte h ... e, t at it ' that . l.S only appropriate 

persons convicted of ' ser~ous drug crimes and racketeering 

United States th bear th "" to the e penalty of forfeit':'ng e property 

they have amassed through, or used to facilitate, the co ' . " mm~ss~on 

of these crimes, 

.. 
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Both the criminal forfeiture provisions of RICO and the 

Continuing Criminal Enterprise statute and section 881 of Title 

21, which provides for the civil forfeiture of the proceeds of, 

and property used in, drug crimes, give the government the 
, , 

authority to seek forfeiture of assets related to drug trafficking 

and racketeering. However, both the limitations of current law, 

and its failure to address some major practical problems have 

kept forfeitur!' from being as effective· a law enforcement tool as 

it can be. The introduction of several bills in both the House 

and Senate including Chairman Hughes' recently introduced bill, 

H.R. 5371,which I will discuss briefly at this hearing, reflect a 

welcome interest in the Congress to cure some of the deficiencies 

of current forfeiture statutes. In the development of the legisla

tive proposal. which I would like to outline for you now, the 

Administration has drawn on the experience and expertise of those 

who have dealt with forfeitures in drug and racketeering cases to 

identify the problems ppsed by current law, and to formulate some 

workable solutions to these problems, ' 
'The primary problems we have encountered in achieving sub-

stantial forfeitures in RICO and narcotics cases fall into three 

categories. First, we have had difficulty in obtaining the for

feiture of twO important types of property: (1). the proceeds of 

racketeering activity punishable under the RICO statute and (2) 

real property used in drug crimes, for example, as stash pads or 

to cultivate marihuana for distribution. (The domestic cultivation 

of large amounts of marijuana is a relatively recent problem.) 
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Second, our ability to use the criminal forfeiture provisions of 

the RICO and CCE statutes has been hampered by those statutes' 

failure to address the practical problems that have arisen in 

actually reaching property that is subject to forfeiture. These 

problems arise most frequently when defendants are successful in 

concealing, transferring, or removing from the jurisdiction of 

the courts, forfeitable assets. Third, we haye in many instances 

found proceedings under the civil forfeiture provisions of Title 

21 -- presently the only means of achieving forfeiture in the 

vast majority of drug prosecutions -- to be cumbersome and in

efficient adjuncts to criminal prosecutions of drug offenses. 

The comprehensive legislative proposal that the Department has 

developed to facilitate forfeitures in RICO and narcotics cases is 

designed to address these and other' problems we have met in ob,tain

ing forfeitures. The first part of the proposal is an amendment 

of 18 U.S.C. 1963, the provision of current law that governs 

criminal forfeitures in RICO cases. The second part amends the 

Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970, creat

ing a new criminal forfeiture statute that would be applicable in 

all major drug prosecutions and improving some of the provisions 

of 21 U.S.C. 881, which governs civil forfeitures and certain 

matters arising in both civil and criminal forfeitures of drug 

related assets. The final part establishes, for a two-year trial 

period, a program under which twenty-five percent of the amounts 

realized from drug related forfeitures would be set aside and 

made available to pay awards to persons providing information or 

other assistance that lead to forfeitures. 

~-~-------
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The first substantial amendment to the RICO criminal forfeiture 

statute we propose is to specifically provide that the proceeds 

of racketeerirtg activity are subject to an Qrder of forfeiture. 

While the government has consistently argued that such profits 

Gan constitute a forfeitable "interest" in a RICO enterprise, 

several appellate courts have held the opposite. This problem is 

well illustrated in the case of United States v. Martino. 1/ 
Martino involved the prosecution of a num~er of defendants for 

violations of mail fraud and RICO statutes arising out of an 

arson for profit ring'. Three of the defendants, including Martino, 

were ordered to forfeit the insurance proceeds they had obtained 

from the burning of their properties, and Martino was also ordered 

to forfeit his interest in two companies through which funds were 

provided for the arson and fraud scheme. WHile a panel of the 

Fifth Circuit affirmed the order of forfeiture of Martino's 

interest in his two companies, it reversed the order of forfeiture 

of the insurance proceeds, determining that these profits of the 

arson scheme did not constitute an "interest in an enterprise." 

The Fifth Circuit has on its own motion ordered an ~ ~ rehearing 

on this issue, and we are now awaiting its decision. Regardless 

of the outcome of this case, it is our view that the purpose of 

the RICO forfeiture statute -- to deprive racketeers of their 

1/ 648 F.2d 367 (5th Cir. 1981) (vacated in part, rehearing en 

bane pending). 
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sources of economic power -- cannot be fully realized if the 

profits gained through racketeering activity are beyond the reach 

of the statute. Therefore, it is essential that thie provision 

be amended to remove any ambiguity about the forfeitability of 

such assets, and we have so provided in our proposal. 

In addition to including the proceeds of racketeering 

activity among the property subject to cr,iminal forfeiture, we 

have also attempted to provide a fuller description of the types 

of property that are now clearly wi~hin the scope of 18 U.S.C. 

1963. But no matter how thoroughly or how expansively we may 

define property forfeitable under the RICO statute, it will avail 

us little if we are unable in fact to reach this property. It is 

with a view towards this problem that the majority of our other 

amendments to the RICO forfeiture provisions were designed. These 

amendments are also to be included in the portion of our proposal 

concerning forfeitures in narcotics cases. 

It is not uncommon for sophisticated criminals routinely to 

take measures to conceal their ownership and transfers of property, 

for financial transactions often provide important evidence of 

criminal activity, not 'I::he least of which are banking and tax law 

violations. Understandably, this practice makes the tracing of 

forfeitable assets all the more difficult. In addition, however, 

we increasingly encounter instances in which transfers of assets 

out of the country or to other persons (often with no apparent 

consideration) appear to be made not as a matter of routine, but 

, 
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rather as a criminal's specific reaction to the prospect of for

feiture. To the extent that forfeitable assets are easily trans

ferred or removed from the country or are highly liquid, this 

phenomenon becomes more problematic. Thus, it presents 

particular difficulties when we seek the forfeiture of the assets 

of drug traffickers, who often deal in large amounts of cash, 

precious metals and gems. 

Three of the substantive amendments to the RICO statute that 

we propose were designed to address these difficulties. First, 

the proposal would codify the concept that the United States' 

interest in forfeitable property vests at the time of the 

commission of the criminal acts. giving rise to the forfeiture, 

and that thus a subsequent transfer will not bar a forfeiture 

order. This is in essence the same "taint" theory that has long 

been recognized in civil forfeiture proceedings and which has 

more recently been applied in the context of criminal forfeiture 

as well. ~/ This provision should discourage the practice of 

defendants engineering sham transfers 'of their property to 

associates and relatives in an attempt to defeat forfeiture. 

~/ See United States Long, 654 F.2d 911 (3rd Cir. 1981), in which 

it was held that property derived from proceeds of a violation of 

21 U.S.C. 848 could be subject to forfeiture although transferred 

to the defendant's atto~~eys more than six months prior to indict

ment, and that an. order restraining the attorneys from transferring 

or selling the property was properly entered. 
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Another way in which the government can prevelJ,t:. transfers of 

forfeitable property and other actions designed to defeat forfei

tures, is by obtaining appropriate prctdc:i:.i ve orders from the courts. 

Both the RICO and CCE stat~te now give the courts the authority to 

enter restraining orders, require the execution of performance bonds, 

or t~te other actions to preserve property subject to forfeiture 

pending resolution of the criminal case. However, under current 

law, this authority may be invoked only after the filing of an in

dictment or information. Prior to indictment, the government is 

now unable to obtain such protective orders. This limitation 

ignores the fact that defendants in such cases are often aware of 

the government's investigation prior to the filing of formal charges. 

Indeed, it is the Department's policy generally to inform the sub

jects or targets of a grand jury investigation so that they may have 

an opportunity to appear before the grand jury. Obviously, such 

knowledge will often motivate these persons to move quickly to 

shield their assets from forfeiture, and the government is power-

less to prevent them from doing so. 

To address this problem, our proposal would amend 18 U.S.C. 

1963 to expand current protective order authority to give the 

courts the discretion to enter suerJ, orders in the pre-indictment 

stage, if the government can present sufficient evidence to 

establish probable cause to believe that a RICO violation has 

been committed and that the property for which the order is 

sought is subject to forfeiture as a result. The term of such an 

order would be limited to ninety days, unless extended for good 

. . , ' . 
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cause by the court. Further, the court would be required to deny 

the government's request for the pre-indictment order if it 

determined that it would work an irreparable harm to the affected 

parties that is not outweighed by the need to p'reserve the avail

ability of the property in question. 

A further aspect of our amended protective order provision 

would be to specify the circumstances in which the initial entry 

of such an order may be made pursuant to an ex parte proceeding. 

Where for~eitable property is in a form that makes it easily 

concealed, removed, or transferred, notice to the defendant of 

the government's intent to seek a restraining order or other 

protective measure may provide an opportunity for him to dispose 

of the property, and thus preclude any opportunity for the 

government to obtain a forfeiture order. Such ex parte orders 

now are obtained, although more frequently in CCE cases which 

involve cash or other easily movable asse'ts than in RICO cases 

which often involve assets such as interests in businesses. 

Under our proposal, a protective order granted without notice to 

defendant or other adverse parties (for example, a bank in which 

the defendant's funds are deposited) would be limited to a term 

of only ten days, and could be granted only upon a showing of 

probable cause and a determination that the nature of the 

property was such that it could be concealed or moved before an 

adversary hearing could be held. After the entry of the initial 

order, the affected parties would then be given notice and an 

opportunity to contest the order in the context of an adversary 

hearing. 
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While this improved restrai.ning orde.t' provision that we 

propose as an amendment to the RICO fQ~feiture provisions should 

increase our ability to preserve forfeitable property pending ,a 

defendant's conviction and the entry of the order of forfeiture, 

there will continue to be instances where a defendant will be 

successful in concealing, removing, or transferring forfeitable 

property either by acting before the government can obtain a 

protective order, or, where the financial incentive is great, by 

defying a protective order. To address this problem, our proposal 

would provide for the forfeiture of substitute assets of the 

defendant where property which has been found during trial to be 

subject to criminal forfeiture is no longer available at the time 

of conviction. Thus, this proposal would prevent a defendant from 

escaping the economic impact of a forfeiture order by disposing of 

his property prior to conviction. 

No such provision exists in present law, but it is, in our 

view, a necessary component of an effective criminal forfeiture 

statute. Without a substitute assets provision, defendants will 

continue to have a strong incentive to conceal their assets, or 

move them out of the country, so as to defeat the possibility of 

their forfeiture. Therefore, our amendments ·to 18 U.S.C. 1963 

would include authority for the court to order the defendant to 

forfeit substitute assets up to the value of forfeitable property 

that can no longer be located, has been transferred to or deposited 

with third parties, has been placed beyond the jurisdiction of the 

trial court, has been substantially diminished in value by the acts 

" 
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of the defendant or has been 
commingled with other property tha.t: 

cannot be divided without difficulty. 

Under current 18 U.S.C. 1963 the dispos;t;on 
...... of property 

ordered forfeited is governed by 
provisions of the customs laws. 

been our experience, however It has 
, that the customs laws often 

adequately provide for the 
more complex issues that arise 

do not 

with respect to RICO forfeitures , particularly where the for-
feited property is an interest in 

an ongoing business. Therefore, 
our propo:::;alwould require the d 

evelopment 9f regulations by the 
Attorney General to govern these matters. 

However, our proposal 
would continue to emphasize, as d 

oes current law, the responsibi-
lity of the Attorney General to 

protect the rights of innocent 
persons and to grant, , 

~n appropriate cases, petitions of innocent 
parties for remission or ' , 

m~t~gation of forfe;ture d ... , an to provide 
for the return of forfeited 

property that was obtained from victims 
of a RICO offense. 

These and other amendments t 
o the RICO forfeiture statute 

would substantially improve Our ability to ach;eve the 
... criminal 

forfeiture of s' 'f' 
~gn~ ~cant amounts of property used in, and 

obtained as a result of, th 
e racketeering offenses punishable 

under the RICO statute. 

As noted above, the d 
secon part of our proposal is designed 

to facilitate forfeitures in narcotics cases. 
The most important 

element of this portion of th 
e proposal is the creation of a new 

criminal forfeiture statute that could 
be applied in all major 

drug trafficking p~osecutions. 
While drug prosecutions now 

, I 
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cemprise nearly a quarter ef all cases en the federal criminal 

decket, enly an extremely small pertien ef these cases may be 

presecuted as vielatiens ef the centinuing Criminal Enterprise, 

statute, and an even smaller pertien are crimes presecutable as 

RICO vielatiens. As a res~lt, the ferfeiture ef the vast 

majerity ef drug related preperty must be sought in the centext 

ef civil ferfeiture preceedings under 21 u.s.c. 881. 

In many respects, the civil fert:eiture previsien ef Title 

21 is an extremely useful law enfercement teel, particularly 

since 1978 when Cengress amended this statute to. previde fer 

the ferfeiture ef the preceeds ef illicit drug transactiens. 

The standard e~ preef fer a civil ferfeiture is lewer than 

that fer an erder ef criminal ferfeiture, and because civil 

ferfeiture is an in rem preceeding against the preperty itself 

and dees net depend en the criminal cenvictien ef the persen 

ewning er using the preperty, it may be used when a defendant 

is a fugitive, which is a net uncemmen eccurrence in narcetics 

cases. 

Hewever, there are also. drawbacks to. civil ferfeiture which 

beceme apparent when the acts giving rise to. civil ferfeiture are 

also. the basis fer presecutien ef a drug effense. Ferfeiture 

under 21 U.S.C. 881 must be pursued as a civil suit entirely 

separate frem any criminal presecutien, even the ugh the evidence 

en which the ferfeiture actien is based is the very same evidence 

which will be at issue in the criminal trial. In additien, civil 

ferfeiture is an !~ ~ preceeding. As such, the gevernment must 

::iij";a_.'~~"'=~-"-~~'-~,,",""J#~, -, -~"""""n'-:::",.='·t"~"'~~~~~~~~~~::-:.:::c::::::;;;-:::::;t..~.;:::-,:::;::::::,:.::~:::.::.'T"~':::~~~~7,;'ii~'#;~~·---:;;;A<'-~~""" .... , . 
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file suit in the district ~n h' 
• w ~ch the preperty is lecated. 

Therefere, if the preperty is lecated in a district different 

frem that in which the criminal trial ~s held, 
• the case must be 

handled by a different U.S. Atterney's Office. 
Furthermere, it 

net unusual fer preperty relating to. a single drug case to. be 

lo.cated in a number ef districts, thus 
necessitating the filing 

ef separate ferfeiture suits ~n each ef h ... t ese districts. 

Where the issues relating to. civil f f 
er eiture are the same 

as er clesely related to. these that will ar~se ~n 
• • a presecutien 

ef a narcetics effense, it is a waste ef valuable judicial 
and 

presecutive reseurces to. require an . 1 
ent~re y separate censidera-

tien ef ferfeiture in each district in wh~ch 
• the preperty may be 

lecated. 
We also. anticipate that the ferfeiture ef significant 

ameunts ef drug related preperty will mere likely be achieved 

when the judge and jury hearing the cr~m~nal case 
• ... also. censider 

whether preperty ef the defendant ~s to. be 
• ferfeited to. the 

United States, and when the presecuter and, 
investigative agents 

who. prepared the criminal case can 
apply their enthusiasm and 

expertise to. an aggressive pursuit ef ferfeiture as well. 

In additien to. being cumberseme and 1 
c early inefficient, 

parallel criminal presecutiens and c~v~l f 
•• erfeiture actiens eften 

create such preblems that we find it 
necessary to. stay the ferfeit-

ure preceeding pending reselution ef the criminal 
. case. This step 
~s necessary because centinuing the civil f~rfeiture action may 

result in the premature disclesure ef 
evidence in the gevernment's 

criminal case, including the identity ef cenfidential infermants. 
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Thus, while it is clear that there will continue to be a 

need for civil forf(Edtures, the United States I ability to seek. 

forfeiture of drug profits and other property used in drug 

trafficking cases would be improved if prosecutors had the 

o'pportunity in all felony drug prosecutions of seeking forfeiture 

of such property of the defendants in the single context of the 

criminal trial. For these reasons, we propose an amendment to 

the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act to create 

a new criminal forfeiture statute that could be applied in all 

felony prosecutions under the Act. In addition to property now 

subject to forfeiture under the Continuing Criminal Enterprise 

statute, this provision would permit the criminal forfeiture of 

, the proceeds of all such felony violations as well as property 

that is used in the comnlission of these crimes. 

This new criminal forfeiture statute for drug felonies 

would include the amendments we have proposed in relation to 

the RICO forfeiture statute, including a provision for voiding 

third party transfers of forfeitable property, expanded authority 

to obtain appropriate restraining orders, and a provision for the 

forfeiture of substitute assets of the defendant. We also propose 

to include two elements that are not to be incorporated in the 

RICO proposal. Ibe first is a permissive presumption, or more 

correctly an inference, that property acquired during, or within 

a reasonable time after) the d~fendant' s connnission of the drug 

offense may be considered by the trier of fact to be property 

subject to forfeiture, if it is also found that the defendant had 

• ~ ,~~ _,T_-o"' _"<~'-<._ ,~_,,~,_~. __ . . . , 
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no legitimate sources of income to explain his acquisition of the 

property. Because of the considerable evidence of the profits 

produced through drug trafficking crimes and the fact that this 

provision is phrased as a permissive presumption or inference, we 

believe that it will clearly withstand constitutional scrutiny 

under the Supreme Court's decision in Ulster CountY",,,Court v. 

Allen. 1/ 
The second of the provisions unique to our Title 21 criminal 

forfeitur,e statute would be a provision for the issuance of a 

warrant of seizure upon a probable cause showing and a finding by 

the court that a restraining order would not suffice to preserve 

the availability of property subject to forfeiture. Because the 

proceeds of drug transactions are often in the form of highly 

liquid 01: easily movable assets, a protective order may not be 

sufficient to safeguard the property, and it may be necessary to 

remove it from the custody of the defendant pending the disposition 

of the criminal case. 

In addition to creating a new criminal forfeiture statute of 

general applicability in felony drug cases, our proposal would 

also makle two ~ubstantive amendments to 21 U.S.C. 881, the provi

sion of current law that governs the civil forfeiture of drug 

related property. First, as mentioned earlier, this provision 

does not authorize the civil forfeitun~ of real property, although 

11 422 U.S. 140 (1979). 
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real property is often used to a significant degree to facilitate 

the commission of drug trafficking crimes. Such real property in

cludes "stash pads" or warehouses for controlled substances and 

equipment and vehicles in these crimes, and also agricultural lands 

on which illicit drugs are cultivated. Therefore, we propose to 

include real property used in felony drug offenses among the types 

of property subject to civil forfeiture, with an "innocent owner" 

exception similar to that now included in the provision authorizing 

the forfeiture of drug proceeds. 

The second substantive amendment to 21 U.S.C. 881 is the 

inclusion of language spelling out the authority to obtain a 

stay of civil forfeiture proceedings pending disposition of a 

criminal case involving the same matters. This stay could be 

obtained once an indictment or information in the criminal 

case has been filed. Currently, our prosecutors have, for the 

most part, been successful in obtaining such stays, but it 

would be preferable if there were dire'ct statutory authority 

(rather than only the courts' inherent authority) to support 

our motions. 

The final part of the proposal would establish a two-year trial 

program under which a portion 6f the proceeds of forfeitures of 

drug-related property would be available for the payment of awards 

to those who provide information or other assistance that lead to 

such forfeitures. Under section 301 of our proposal, the Drug 

Enforcement Administration would be authorized to set aside 

twenty-five percent of the amounts realized by the United States 

in such forfeiture actions to create a fund to be used solely for 

;t , . . , 
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the purpose of paying these awards. Payment of these awards would 

be discretionary, but the total amount of awards for a particular 

case could not exceed the lesser of $50,000 or twenty-five percent 

of the net amount realized by the government. We believe that the 

reward authority established under this trial program would, in 

certain cases, give us important leverage in obtaining information 

that would lead to the forfeiture of significant amounts of drug 

related assets. It also seems particularly appropriate that the 

funding for these awards come directly from a portion of forfeiture 

proceeds. 

Formerly, a somewhat similar reward authority existed in 21 

U.S.C. 881, which incorporated by reference the "moiety" provisions 

of the customs laws. However, certain aspects of the moiety provi

sions were so problematic that they could not be utilized as an 

effective rewards system in forfeiture cases, and in 1979 the 

reference to them was removed from section 881. The award program 

set out in section 301 would, in our view, represent a workable and 

effective system. But as a trial program with a detailed audit 

requirement, it will be possible to assess the utility of the 

program and any problems it may present before determining 

whether it should be extended on a permanent basis. 

These, then, are the basic elements of the forfeiture 

legislation that we recommend be enacted by the Congress. We 

firmly believe that their enactment will bring us closer to 

realizing the intended goals of our forfeiture laws: depriving 
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racketeers and drug traffickers of the profits of crime and the 

economic power through which they continue to victimize our 

society. 

H.R. 5371, recently introduced by Chairman Hughes, addresses, 

in part, some of the same problems that we have addressed in our 

forfeiture proposal. It provides a mechanism for the forfeiture 

of certain proceeds in RICO cases; codifies the principle that trans

fers of forfeitable property are considered void in criminal for

feiture proceedings; describes circumstances that would give rise 

to a presumption that certain property of drug traffickers is sub

ject to criminal forfeiture; provides for the stay of civil forfeiture 

proceedings when a parallel prosecution involving criminal forfeiture 

is commenced; and creates new authority for the civil forfeiture 

of real property that is used in drug trafficking crimes. The Depart

ment supports the goals of these elements of H.R. 5371, although 

we would strongly suggest certain revisions, and would be pleased 

to submit detailed written comments on this bill if the Subcommittee 

so desires. 

There are, however, in our view some significant drawbacks to 

certain aspects of the forfeiture amendments set out in H.R. 5371. 

Our first concern is the limited scope of the criminal forfeit~,l.re 

amendments of the bill. Almost without exception, thE:~Be amendments 

are confined to the RICO statute. It seems clear from the comments 

in the Congressional Record made upon introduction of this legis

lation that its purpose is improve our forfeiture laws so that they 

" 
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might be of greater utility in combatting what you, Mr. Chairman, 

accurately described as the "phenomenal inc::rease in drug trafficking 

in recent years." 

The Department shares your view that criminal forfeiture 

holds great potential as an effective law enforcement tool in 

attacking the extremely serious problem of drug trafficking. 

However, simply amending the criminal forfeiture provisions of 

the RICO statute will do little to bring us closer to achieving 

that goal. Presently, drug offenses comprise nearly a quarter 

of all cases on the federal criminal docket. Few of these crimes, 

however, present the elements necessary for a RICO prosecution, 

and as a result, only a handful of drug crimes are prosecuted 

under the RICO statute each year. If the sanction of criminal 

forfeiture is to have any significant impact on drug trafficking, 

we believe it is necessary, as we have done in our proposal, 

to provide for its application in all major narcotics prosecutions. 

The Department also has serious reservations about other 

aspects of H.R. 5371. We are particularly concerned about the 

provision in section four of the bill that appears to restrict 

application of the RICO criminal forfeiture sanction to situations 

in which the government has, prior to conviction, already taken 

custody of the property. No such limitation exists in current 

law, and we fail to see any rational connection between whether 

the government has taken possession of the property and whether 

the sanction of criminal forfeiture may property be imposed 

following a defendant's conviction. Furthermore, property subject 
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to criminal forfeiture in RICO cases often includes interests in 

ongoing businesses, and the government generally has neither the 

ability nor the desire to take custody, and be responsible for 

the maintenance, of such businesses pending disposition of a 

criminal case. In sum, this formula is, in our view, an 

irrational, burdensome, and unworkable limitation on the use 

of the criminal 'forfeiture sanction. 

Another concern is that section three of the bill would 

create a right for "innocent" third parties with alleged interests 

in property that has been ordered forfeited to obtain "appropriate 

relief" from the court. It appears that this process would 

supplant the current practice in which such third parties are 

first to petition the Attorney General for remission or mitigation 

of forfeiture. In our view, it is preferable to resolve these 

matters, whenever possible, in the context of the present mechanism 

for administrative relief, than to permit in the first instance 

further litigation in our already overburdened courts. I note 

that in the analysis which accompanied H.R. 5371, avoidance of 

delay such as that which occurred in united states v. Mandel, 

505 F. Supp. 189 (D. Md. 1981) was cited as the purpose of this 

provision. But as was noted in that analysis, the delay was one 

in obtaining judicial review occasioned by the court's unwilling

ness to consider the third party's claim while the criminal case 

was still under appeal. It is likely that under this provision 

of the bill, as under current practice, the courts would continue 
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to refrain from granting the sort of equitable relief contemplated 

until the criminal appeal process was completed. 

In sum, while the Department strongly supports some of the 

goals of the forfeiture amendments set out in H.R. 5371, we 

believe that certain elements of these amendments are problematic 

and that a more comprehensive reform and expansion of forfeiture 

laws in the areas of narcotics trafficking and racketeering, 

such as the legislation the Oepartment has developed, is necessary. 

In closing, I would like to mention one signficant aspect 

.~~ H.R. 5371 that does not concern forfeiture, and that is its 

elevation of the fine levels for the major drug offenses in 

title 21. These higher fine levels correspond to those provided 

for such offenses in the comprehensive criminal code reform 

legislation that has been introduced in the House and Senate. 

The Department strongly endorses these dramatic increases in 

available fines for such drug trafficking offenses. While it is 

true that throughout our criminal code present fine levels for 

the most part are inadequate, in no case is this truer than in 

the instance of drug offenses which are among the most profitabl~ 

of crimes. 

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared statement, and I 

would be pleased to answer any questions which the Subcommittee 

may have. 
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